ISIT PARIS
INSTITUT DE MANAGEMENT ET DE COMMUNICATION INTERCULTURELS

ISIT, the Grande Ecole with multilingual and intercultural expertise.
As a Grande Ecole on a human scale, ISIT’s originality and intrinsic richness come from the way it transforms a love of languages and a desire to learn about others into a formidable cocktail of skills - skills that give students a competitive edge in a wide range of professions within companies and organizations at an international level.
After multidisciplinary undergraduate-level studies, students with three working languages can choose from 5 different specialised Masters programmes: Intercultural Management, Intercultural Communication and Translation, Intercultural Digital Strategy, International Strategy and Diplomacy and Conference Interpreting. A Lawyer-Linguists dual course is also available through a partnership with the Jean Monnet - Paris Saclay and Panthéon-Assas Paris II law faculties.
ISIT also offers an International Bachelor’s degree in International Communication Management & Creative Technology, a double diploma issued by ISIT Paris and EFREI Paris.

◆ MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY
ISIT specializations:
- Intercultural Management
- Intercultural Communication and Translation
- Intercultural Digital Strategy
- International Strategies and Diplomacy
- Conference Interpreting
- Lawyer-linguist

A joint bachelor’s degree with EFREI Paris:
- Bachelor International Communication Management & Creative Technology.

◆ RESEARCH
Research at ISIT: a unique vision of interculturality.

Equipped with a reference research centre, ISIT relies on an international scientific and academic community to develop knowledge and innovation in the fields of multilingualism and interculturalism.

Its lines of research are as follows:
- Data analysis and processing, interfaces and multilingual and multicultural environments.
- Multilingual and multimedia intercultural communication.
- Intercultural management and communication in their oral and written dimensions.
- Legal and intercultural communication and analysis.
- Geopolitics and international issues.

◆ STRENGTHS
ISIT is a small, intimate school with an international faculty composed of academics and practicing professionals. It is a member of CIUTI, the international conference of university-based institutes of translation and interpretation: FIUC (association of 200 Catholic universities around the world), EMT (European Master’s in Translation), a network of master’s programs in translation. ISIT also is a member of FESIC, a federation of 27 French schools of management and engineering and of the Conférence des Grandes Écoles (CGE) it has also signed MoUs (Memorandum of Understanding) with the United Nations and the European Parliament.

◆ LOCATION